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REPORT 'A' 

 NEAF MOUNTAIN RESCUE TEAM INCIDENT 

Nature of Incident  Young Cypriot man 
drowned 

Team Alerted 291358BAug71 

Authority Alerting Another young Cypriot man  

Area Searched Nil Left Base  1358B 

Location of Incident   Bay near Cape Yeronisou 
3811 II 357755 

Arrived at Incident*  1410B 

Located by  N/K Duration of Search    Nil 

Type of Search    Incident Located   NK 

Weather Conditions  Hot, onshore breeze, sea 
choppy 

Casualty Evacuated to Cas not evacuated 

No. of Casualties          One Total 
Stretcher                        Walking 
Dead         One       

Composition of Party  8 NEAF MRT 3 Gordon 
Highlanders 

Vehicle Mileages  One Landrover 14 miles Sub Units Involved  Nil 

 Return to Base 291500B 

 
 

RCC Informed  301400B 

 

Comments on Equipment It is recommended that a plastic airway be scaled for ambulance kit to 

make the task of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation more positive and less messy. 

Narrative:-  Team on exercise at UN camp at Lara Point 3811 II 368678 were alerted by a Cypriot 

who had driven a tractor from the drowning incident. Because of the language difficulty no details 

could be gleaned so the utmost urgency was assumed and the Cypriot was taken in the Landrover to 

guide the team to the incident, which was found to be 7 miles north of the UN camp. 

The casualty was found on his back near the water’s edge with a rope around his ankles and dressed 

in bathing trunks.  His airway was cleared of vomit and mouth-to-mouth resuscitation with 

concurrent cardiac massage was maintained for full 30 minutes. mouth-to-nose resuscitation was 

not possible because his nose was blocked.  There were no signs of injury except one tiny cut over 

one eye. During the resuscitation, questioning of other Cypriots seemed to indicate that the man 

had been dead for a considerable time (about one hour before the arrival of the team). 

At 1442B there had been no response of the casualty to treatment: there was no reduction of a vivid 

cyanosis, there was no heartbeat or carotid pulse and the widely dilated pupils did not contract 

when the eyes were opened.  When the casualty’s muscles appeared to be stiffening, death was 

assumed by the Team Leader and treatment ceased. 

The Gordon Highlanders agreed to ensure that Ktima Police were informed by a radio link.  Also the 

Team Leader went to Peyia Police Station and was assured that no further action was required 

(1630B hrs) as Dhrousha Police had been told and were acting.  The body was removed by civilian 

police Landrover at approx. 291600B. 
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